MAMBO, Mambo Token
Whitepaper
MAMBO Contract Address:
zil1ykcdhtgyercmv7ndfxt00wm9xzpq4k7hjmfm4e

The Mambo Reward Token was released in April 2021

What is the $MAMBO Token
$MAMBO is not a stablecoin, but a speculative utility token.
Is is made as a reward token for the Mambo stablecoin family (mstables) and ecosystem on
zilliqa.
$Mambo plays an important role as utility token in the Mambo project:
to issue a new kind of stablecoins into the cryptomarket.
Mambo gives mStablecoin LP providers and holders an incentive.
$Mambo is like an lubrication oil for the whole Mambo ecosystem. Without $mambos no
rewards.
Read more about the Mambo Stablecoin Protocoll and Vision on mambo.li.

MAMBO use cases:
MAMBO Token is used or is planned to be used:
- to pay the ICMM Membership
- to reward mStable coin LP providers and holders
- you need to hold $mambos to get rewards
- to buy new mStables at launch (MILO) at fix rate
- to promote our mStable coins creations
- to get stablecoins at a discount rate
- to reward our developpers and promoters
- to finance Mambo foundation for protecting decentralization
- for education about the importance of decentralized money to break the power of the
tyrants
- other MAMBO use cases may follow
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MAMBO's burning security standard
It is not Mintable, no Token inflation possible.
But Mambo is burnable. This can work deflationary and help to support price.
Important to know: It can only be burnt from burners account.
One of the main sense of Dezentralization is: No central power can enforce burning from others
accounts.
We took care to make it technically impossible to abuse the burn funciton.
....-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
We plan to burn the Mambo Token in bear market phases, to support the price growth and value for
hodlers.
We begin to burn Mambo Reward Tokens as soon as it reaches a market cap of 1 mio $.
First burn: on 26th of June 2021 44000 $mambos were burnt forever.

$MAMBO Tokenomy:
Mambo Contract Address:
zil1ykcdhtgyercmv7ndfxt00wm9xzpq4k7hjmfm4e
Initial supply 44'000'000
Decimals: 12
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Who we are:
We are visionaries of stablecoins for free people as a reaction to the corrupt &
more and more totalitarian financial system which is void of integrity.
Measure us on our deeds.
Time will proof, that we are not scammers, and the goal is, that the coins run
ether fully automatically decentralized, even if we retire or that our concept is
imitated by many other independent groups worldwide.
Once some of our best stablecoin visions are realized and are
completely run by smart contracts and probaby supported by trading
robots, we are replaceable and our ideas can be easily copied!!!!
Proof of history. DYOR, i.e. on the blockchainviews compared to the specific
tokenomy and then trust.

Contact:
Website: mambo.li
Official telegram channel: t.me/Mambo_Li
group: t.me/MamboToken
Github: https://github.com/Mambo-Token/
youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMyUi6s550wtK7sNVvNmQbQ
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